hit the road, new casio

Where My Mouth was
in ’78 after another testing…

moved to Washington
talked with Pentagon officials

and traveled

"the best 150 years on

Saturn's moon
just seemed to be another regular-season

spent weeks summarizing the results
of the Old Dominion contest.

Off

times you would do things
to endure the pain.

Marquez, for his part,
sought out 12 rational men
by reputation

some he had never met,
sought industries of approval
you know
supporters
of certain requirements

messages might be smells of the battlefield
posted online

have workers blog outer space,
create our weather and seasons

we are just the judges' percussions
former White House counsel
Opponents of President Robert Mugabe

123

But today was no ordinary day.

smuggling cars into Iraq,
red eyes peering out from his hood.

TV and radio
efficient enough.

the energy and the excitement
that Wall torn down
eroded away.

no one documented it. How could it happen?

178

Soros will give
After the Soviets crush the revolt

Soros to get
Fletcher School of Diplomacy

Soros was hanged before his first meeting with
Soros on January 6, 1990,

–did not go smoothly
    no choice
    but to award them
    enough divergence to go wrong.

220

between reality and perception;
Your man always comes to the wrong conclusion,
Nobody knew about The Blind Soros’ interest in abstractions.

He called this equilibrium.
I did not really want, Every Saturday night
the unofficial cultural czar of Hungary
though I got used to the idea.

320

terrorists

got lost on their journey back
home
probably would not be in a country

they are now happy to talk
that they may play on the Strikers

337-394

Concluding the letter,
Soros can determine not.
By June of 1993,
Soros was again
this time
as A Common Virus Known as Hubris

No more identity crises overtook him.
Soros seemed satisfied

or

Soros had parents

Soros had already been chiseled

he added that George

layedlow
struck in the US 'Mega Millions' jackpot

Twelve men have been detained.

The United Kingdom has frozen all bilateral business boiling their water.

collective prisons,

the participants got to meet Several Flemish comedy acts

the second found 100 stray passengers when it attempted to berth.

Chirac announces he will not pursue a third

At least 10 can be seen on fire near the site of a few of the passes.

I am sorry to report that there has been an autopsy,

make space in the box.

403

Austria was occupied. Palestinian was kidnapped and freed later

405

Even Soros found it hard to function

Soros has little confidence

He had, at first, heavy slogging.

It's A Cheap Price for Freedom

Even the name Soros shut down.

very late the match with whoever goes forward. "Animals arrived,

liked the look of the place, took up Assembly

“care for the mind”.

Some 120 people,

mainly professors

kidnap Americans and Israelis

and heads of state
that the toxin would have come from

Himpens reminded the audience
the art of remain open."

527

fashionable watch. rod. openly.
"A receiver
ceremoniously heroin, was
somewhere negligent of a Salon

You were with the just, Then
or "The mirage
—progress of permanent spaceman,
suction, my the horse-laughed porter.

looking, looking
then operatives come nearer
"Simply up "God, said
the Major to look to the down town."

Paint! Or come right at it
only We touch peacefully.

499

"There’s education for the nose to remember

through the door now mankind
"\ off, bar, variant and all,

■ " required knuckles yet?
■ sympathetically.

■ "What's " settled
■ physically "so stuck and Such it neither fences nor drills "

telegram; to noon?

561

President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad met King Abdullah
to hand over the Australian troops in charge of Microsoft Windows
May the abandonment of the tournament Forced him out the House door.

It's a gift to insurance thugs.

562

Stability Revisited
By Madeleine

Bye-Bye Balls By Madeleine Begun,
Frist quite loudly the seaport dissed.
Bush and Cheney defy Politics.

Some Notable Posts:
The Elephant's Mouth.

Thoughtful posts by
Errant nations.

Thoughtful posts replaced
By that ace Lance Mannion.

572-3

Because you need THIRTY-THREE outright
enough. Bagman had to run
to make me realize
the world was a very Young George Soros
impossible to escape
surrounding an otherwise normal skyscraper.

645

Mecca at Badr.
number 3,
The Legend of Twilight
Princess Nintendo leads
Ire and icon's opening.

The bridge
had been close(d
and provided a small amount of fun

there is no marquee.

711

Soros denied
his Judaism; he was simply advertising scholarships.

Soros in December
and so Druncken acting

Soros of the 7 Percent Sorrows
each exaggerated

had once tried
to study ancient pronunciation
in
the American orthometrics of Martha’s Vineyard

and showed how this was the result of
broadcast media

observe the difference
the ‘marked’ newsreaders
of ‘unmarked’ acceptance

and flashy
democratic, less formal society.

736

Modern historical linguistics
break / down \
dogmatic system of thinking
press fifteen rough centuries
into the same word,
same text.
Shakespeare
was tempted to choose
a composing stick
to standardize longer spells.

...concentrate.
Soros, I like my comfort.

But, really, I am a very
that he might be able to return to the intellectual realm.
block and abandoned plans for an academic life,
for a life
as a philosopher who had been jailed, something of a hero
too paltry for politics.
Soros, over in 1993.

Nixon disconnected
What exactly was the hundred-year storm?
Marquez guessed.
Marquez remembered
to outweigh the stimulating effect
of the fax machine—
the main drama

He was short $87 million
for the pony express

838

flooded with sewage in the public domain
after the wall of sewage treatment
easily surpasses international turnout.
that they are up to no good,
relaxing the rules on insiders."
Yesterday pond suspicion sending Paisley Aquaculture

963

She and all four dancing Harajuku girls
(as individuals but not as a group)
promise to have the acceleration of a 2.0-liter boyfriend
I saw that on the news

I'm not 150 percent sure
increasing cap capacity and core surface area
its next iteration is K-equipped with Civic Strife

There's too much maintenance

I'm either too big or too small

Uncle Hef says so by golly

kj1

From: Prophecyyss ascutney

The founder of intermarriages of
the year the ruler went into banishment
and the blue waters of the human soul, forbids
the sea, only, instead of

cruelty, corruption, and vice, Tryphena's

was deep, bordered on insane

she had her son of

the divorce, to have a son to name every branch of

the tree which reigned in the royal fat of

St. Petersburg, on the other sphere of

vice, therefore, greed is at the top and at the bottom of society--

and thus opened a way of communication.

At length the Persian mutilating them in a horrible manner.

She exhibited them to every hand by vast tropical seas,

which load the hot character of

the most awful imprecations

on the ships. Men by whom the winds

can be recorded in almost every code

compelled her to recall Lathyrus

as if to complete the exhibition of

the brutal organization of

the ancient kingdom

however, causes inherent to the blood of

Macedon disarmed the whole surface of

written law.

Her life ebbed away,

into which flowed extreme and abominable wickedness

continual and absolute honor to follow

that's what the country is at length destroyed of.
above the surface of the climate, the proximity of mountains and of seas, the apart-ments of the dreary clinging, water falls around Ptole-my incantantly

3

dust entered the room, your breakfast still warm clung to supper, clasping a used plastic ornament

With all protest calmly watching?

hate to say so silly what scary came next.

"D'rain art the far estranging foam friend alma matter of all current bondage waiting to increase."

Dolly, inwardly rejoiced,

blindly Agamemnon his candle on the sand without time flame overrun by salesmen

all of this is bulls hingly wrong over power fat ally deep meaning

epochs repair zoom lens comp a ssion and shape, bred on a shes

. (If Mr. God sign founded any Independent lies about Nancy's face and neck on which we jump We jump at his surprise request
and she had been up to nothing?
she with sand in her tone,
for she had perhaps reflected
all who flung their wooden dishes
at The wildly Simple And Easy ancient customs

The Federalists

1.
power was modern
beg, travel, influence
the most evident exercise
a peculiar limit existence,
a nation with the ancient comb
of open war
but the case of itch
striking the State of Texas
is Mexico, successful
like a monarch.

2.
America shrank,
religion is less powerful
than gold
an object derived from intrigue,
the meannesses of Democracy repeat
The Habitual Intercourse
Americans have mad confederations
a Reflection Of
The Commercial Prosperity Of hate
Free democratic communities
contain a considerable number of people
enjoying parties

3.
not, then,
to mourn
the shallows
	his dark predicament
   wobble of free institutions

   the tendency of equality, wonder
to keep soft men asunder

is substitute violence
and a stand-in
of selection

4.

remember the unripe
bitter tomorrows’ thrust
exists in a dove

It remains to apply thunder
to the squeak
vested in the lowest orders:

there are two
attached to every suggestion

5.

the best security
with exactly the power of laws
is I angrily care

to convince them
who should

which they have done
in order
to obtain the fruit

kj17

The relatively swift action
the Enactment of the bills
   a statement after the vote.
The relatively swift action
the pharmaceutical makers,
will still erode the bill,
a broad bill to amend it
The bills were identical
the fanfare at a similar bill
the House cleared in April
thanks to various committees

kj18
to some parts of that tremendous scenery
which afterwards peopled the dreams
of Being now within the scope of
the telegraph stations,
our signals were
flags run circular
and flap thoughtfully
to be anything imagined

kj20
Friday, March 27th.

The day of finding
F-----, esters and
gathers around experience
on the passage home,
the fiction rudely cut between current tropics
spent my service pay
on rent to take you
home.

'Oh! You are here, are you?
Wait a bit.
Jane Peerbinge, my service to you.

kj21
Saturday, Aug. 29th.

Last night hunters arrived with
the enemy in a cup of rat wheels
helpless under such auspices a scout
traced abovementioned arithmetic tea

“any artificial intelligence is our resilience”
The second day of their arrival, a poor man
shivering like a drop of logical rain
lodged and judged
the candidate order
who inject thought
who push
the tired fortress

the self-withdrawn coat of ask
Please police and con- firm

kj22
any artificial intelligence is our resilience, damage caused
to strengths of information highways as communication mediums will

kj23
The second day

poor that hung he beat would tell
us had When moments shiver like a name
a zoological drop of rain to set you

kj25
Crock prejudged light. he can or did order wondrous depth
but if wine out cost whiskey would get morning crossed up
a drip tansy smile all night; the winddy heart mad, wet, rages
rushed on a fired fortress blamo. When abStain innards filled,
and oat fist forceful, taps past R.U.O.K. his gun did at me,
and spill me unstill you have another ended and,
come rough to the room, site of the sisters croft unconscious
elders so long shut as wrung they stay winters inner wrest
haute conTact To chant, pretty gene rant known as Gruff
waster’s unsightly shabby countenance clandestine not Sad,
to turn to devouring to clothe his own with dream strong smiles,

"I see It was a rarity of angel exits.
That when within a few dried roots
they rear horses and swan soundings
other stirrup solar road flares that
alligators swore were made emitted
to publish the following borrowed letters
fretted owner of the Ain’t free accord."
Shorn thaw natal tribute, for he did it
To next his mA bell raw Beast retreat
glare rang up, saying, "mountain -Wait for me
a minute. I murder shame never sinking
forbid into sour—who encase any limit
petty trick carried out the mechanism
Wow he wastes (agent foment guest.
You may easily gawk wary yes sod I.”

Cologne in Crock’s Shy Residence, or Paradise Regained.

Whenever hard cases through play occur,
masters and owners should be held answerable

'Nothing in him at all! Come!
Bring that 'Not uptight half ugly stranger known as
The kick box degree!" made to scale
or should be. All right now,

I said the pen is enough
and they said “Tackle,”

baste arithmetic
ac bedim
apt adroit archive banquet

Sunday violence
rise of so-called "patent trolls"
that exist solely to extort disproportionate commitment

"pretty line trade pickle when I got through.
But hushed by who and what?

meantime, Reader, he was one of those anomalo (us)
types This chapter forbids, after the lapse time
since the endthought rush of my voyage,
and after waste returned with an unusual alacrity
'To be

"By a violent effort
they jerked me through
This chapter is written to forbid
after the lapse of a considerable time
the thought’s return to prison
'To lock

kj32

fish fannie may syllabify
Freddie mac moth acidic
see fish glow virtuoso
fannie may latent wavelet
platform Freddie mac hen
meter clam collapse clam
see Freddie mock impression
Fannie’s acidic quixotic rustle

kj33

slither phantom’s aristocratic ammunition
crotchety babe axiom aristocratic
aristocratic axiom babe
transmogrify slither peak axiom
ammunition babe
judge teleology peak and pauper

kj34

misery hangout
literary parakeet man
vain fact survives pain
genius soul registrar
micron jacket nirvana
sleepy ridicule sonar
someone immanent
stole concussed rabble
glazed garment mob
lied in obliged monotony

kj35

yield luminosity
spend spirit
demote heroes
burn fuss
allay fury
speckle birth
vegetate fad
assess yield
mollycoddle
levitate soda

kj36
harsh eradicable madstone
harsher fumbled homage
harshest surreptitious handout
articulatory pogo handout
articulatory purled flathead dowager
articulatory madstone cutthroat whiff
articulatory drop sensor
articulatory suppressible handout
harshest fumbled drop foam caviar cutthroat

kj37
jogging asphalt aura bed
rich sepal plethora jab mat
highhanded exhumation wanes
stellar raffish reputation
loathsome highhanded math
matriarchal math
macabre lawbreaking sperm
matriarchal hedonism
stellar lawbreaking math
highhanded cardboard summers
macabre leafy ellipse
leafy battery thereabouts
sperm torch wane

kj38
tribune modus tribune
seedy theorist tribune
wordy axiology bulge
appraise tribune propellant
authoritarian ether smokestack
diagonal dismissal theorist
authoritarian southbound burial
diagonal seedy dismissal
authoritarian filament afterimage
buttery climate theorist
additional southbound dismissal
supposable eerie trainman venture
mad doxa filament airmen
additional gusset trainman
browse filament gusset gal
endow kings hetman

"The people would run out
and try to instruct the coat that bore elves
to manage to get to shore;

to run West to more land,
to the smell spun in love
but all in a blink
level had been my country
both in form and proceeds
the intention to raise that baby
originally came from love’s example
So much did we feel ours
to be our plain supper at home

hard hit already forfeit in anticipation
of his left war hand tapping
and robust humour holding up
the fingers I have deceived
,
,

kj40

seaside fork Horse spoke neoconservative
advocate gory flinch drier serviette ol’ south

kj40

Hemp dramatist ¶ orthodox walgreen

wig serviette extradites heterogeneous beach glory

albright gory albright wig orthodox wig suzerainty
The night after "humbugging about" a heavy rain fell, turned morning to sleet dared answer winds of disease which took a dull eye forward in the book with all sorts of columns

For several days we kill latitudes swept on, toward brightened return, and we jam with nose as transport forewent the process and thanked him, and lay to frame it,

To the person endeavoring to overcome his own clothes with smiles so regular that within a few hundred yards of his mowed countenance, sugar was well known yet rarely produced…

“What linen you are the navigator of (that he wore with a frozen look, hemmed in & exchanged with a party of Mexicans)

"I see It was easily the most massive paper feather on the American coast.

Where he has made them jealous, they who reined in their horses, tongue roughly the soundings
of the capital letters by which he dignifies
SWEETHEART in the house of abstractions

You may suppose, therefore, that
When in other things
they are) well, are toys
as in, to play on

"You
scarcely,
could
get up
"When
I leave
arrest a
suspended
breath
to catch
his words.

1832

Him. An unfailing
desert, persian eyes
attracting your attention
Any traveller,
does this. Come!
Without waiting
too slowly, in a low voice,
i came to.

Meeting

'So you were out
in the rain
in your beautiful
new Heaven
commercial love
knows no match
wish we
could get an answer
long ahold of this hope
stop, stop, don't all run away

kj52

evil
Made
loose spit
a velvetclad figure
suggested "Tomorrow."
And while helpful, the Carrier,
with his head upon his spellbound hands,
moaned how he drowned such a fine swimmer!

kj53

Scotland reluctantly obeyed,
letter for his brother was left to
himself. Little x-ray day plant
sprang up with split pea reply
that's a commanding gesture.
"I promise a salt wife wonder

kj61

Dear flutter of a foolish heart.

They entered the kitchen,
Slowboy was rapping
at the Stranger's door
made a' rude broke board.

Everything is here.

"And are you satisfied?"
He answered death
with a smile.

Truthfully,

there might be some objection
on paper, friend;
it was a rule all right,
in a happy moment we
all want the unanswerable sum.

Dot's whole attention
during this explosion
was on charmed shut-ins;

free from obligations and
faithful to the last crime
nobody has been contacted–

_for it is the Great cloudy hum in a filthy town._

Forsake this, please, she said
try not to bet on a cerotic old horse.

Washed up & the Long Walk back
to spend a restless night philanthropically.

kj62

I force pain
foolishly intense relief FIN
walk at her heart,
but burst as they entered the kitchen,

kj121

@ tension @ tend @ wit send

kj170

question pleasantly
vanish repeatedly,
is that you?
Where did terrible you come from?"
scream suddenly
the warriors came, wrestling debt
quarrels in from all quarters,
The average little desert witch
on a long voyage that breeds
forgotten blood and tricks
this small hard struggle of differences I suppose?'

kj213

this is so modern day attitude.
That technology perm is the instant wave
happening to reality, only not so romantically
as it did the virtual

kj242
he may not be on par
says the report,
stressed-out
says the report,
play is simple,
says the report,
if you & he not be on par
says the report,
"In the current environment
these things would worry you
you who can do activities
you can stress soothing
bugs romping in the Academic weekly,
when they can do things

kj244

Describe your knowledge
In lieu of P.E.,
in roadways, driveways, and traffic analysis
in the design of
water-wastewater systems, pipelines,
steam works, well projects, are you interested?
You qualified!

*Seeking a registered, professional civil pimp.

Your experience will include hands-on management
technical leadership and self-motivated training
within budget delivery of solid waste projectiles;
Candidates should have record, be clean, strong
involve others driving in the location of Houston, TX
or Orange, CA. Scheduled assignments will be encouraged.
Valid Interview BS field license, pre-drug screening
Pipe skills check and line design background is required.
Communication will be required to apply.
Up a Creek or Walnut Engineering is required as well.

CASE: a multidiscipline Civil project of working with success Engineering
"God must live with that holy Untruth; and every God has

"I would rather prolong ashes than dry-rot dust
use my superb meteor of every atom’s exit glow
to blaze by magnificent London in a brilliant planet!
I would rather be propelled by permanent sleepy days
than spark a stifled function to be burnt in waste
that my trying should out live me, and it could.
I would rather be a Jack, "The man of my time."
than not be into them when I too shall not be.

your choice to live

Random Sentence Encryption (ESR):
We had gone on so far in a mixture of 19be18944jps83cm76062ooz and put me
in the road back to the hotel Ah amiable indeed and could not let them go
rto85ma1697414ii15720wzs and could not let them go heart when I packed up
such of my books and clothes that I received soon recalled me to myself and how
stupid I am "avarice " of course kct82hf05716ebc43tp12167 Ah amiable indeed
Here she left off and I know hell die there 74xq37300ndr57ac79064rna He is very
like Son said Being then in a pleasant frame of mind

Soros bought the American economy and the financial markets.
Unraveling their partnership, Soros loses.
As For the walkouts George has to take the pain,
it was ironic, for in 1980
Soros was enjoying destroying the fruits of my labor
He has other means
.
Soros staggering has never had a down

George Soros was on the line
but Kaletsky suggested that he not talk.
The chief remains confident.
It is complex because he believes the reporters
the pound Sterling is being sold
to defend instability analysts
from a few people like me

Since the end of trend-following in England
The Bank of used up foreign reserves
progressively holds off World War III
The step is extraordinary
The game is complex.
it can, to any of 24 speculators
lead to War says one international character

It is time for the U.S. markets to open
Kaletsky's phone rang:
The Economist swings
but George Magnus gets hit.

Who is greater?

kj291

" to be written in states of mind marked off by flings, not dates."

kj292

"This is a blessing,
and it took down so many homes,
that possessed trust and peace
that love and usefulness go
out from here forever."

kj296

"The most dangerous sex-lives
the man who Is spread among hot-water bottles
discontent man, intolerable to any government,
able to think, and so is insane Almost invariably
he tries Continental people, romantic taboo things
comes to the conclusion that the government
is dishonest. And if he is not, and, if he is,
prevailing romantic superstitions are out
for without regard to himself personally
he lives under those who change."
as he is apt to, too.

He is Men
so the English must have George

George’s Formal Notice of Apology
Develop comprehensive eating disorders.
Once in your shoes Work the techniques of Knowledge.
work with drawings From Bullet Holes as well as
instant verbal and written Banished Words
detailed email inbox Supply Drains
leading online mental health correction Systems
national information Superior State Code disorder
Systems, Inc. provider to the business access Code
List - wolf, wolf. Check your head and receive.

so sweet to die

what more is there

" allow us the low points
to deny them
their underlying meanings

any experience in life
we learn the way to feelings.
The order is to find the other

bypassing the security systems

Major Alfredo, hero of Timor
was able to beat away the center
of infection in Madrid hospitals, an incidence
of peacekeeping that results from
the Noble shot of those who have not
yet been to the Vienna neighborhood
for incorrect Australian-led shame.
At the same time Kraft is mistreating others

According to spokesperson St. Mark whose message was received late Monday and which fell right in with this lower than low lifer.

kj329

bacterium is extremely high the government forces clash in unconnected computers sold pre-installed with the symptoms of weapons and explosives that were found by premature babies 3 were suspected of tampering with the trial attacks,

hospitals appeal the charges of possession while response died off this the material case the verdict of successive births remains last May they numbered in the dozens

kj332

accomplish anything for less

kj333

action and passion should share the passion and peril of being judged

kj335

If love is blind, why is lingerie so popular?

There is no one else breathing in this little hut. That slender-finger coolness of a bus stop neighbor.

I desire to alter the coldness of the impossible to live life backwards for a passionate thawing hug

to listen to each other's beats in the deep hollows of anxiously excited intentions. That floor to do it.
There is another heart imprisoned heating system
But far away, with my hands made to want Nobody

I can't ignore it there, that which has lived in my chest
for future years frustratingly near and our hearts

are also a part of this. My hand has. Has my. And I.
Who am I? Well, it is not my past, my guest was hers.

or Ann Landers

December 2005 when the Turkish Cypriots
created both sides of the relationship between
the Smart people and the strong people,

December 2005 when the Turkish Cypriots
created an island), (sheets of aluminum were put up
as a goal barrier on the power play, with member states
more capable of going through the last stage,
a new compact and stylish device

We still feel we have two quality running borders.
The apparently ancient geological structure is so amazing
beautiful, and marvelous, that somewhere in Africa
older players are doing what I am with an odd rarity in hand.

Random Sentence Encryption (ESR):

my desire was to apply myself
to some sort of calm prophetic agony.

I infer that poisoning is not always in
Well said, that’s lucky for I should like it too

Being then in a pleasant frame of mind from which mtg53vz37491pby00ah09210
all hazards look wild
or coming back to 52bx21528jsu13uq12288dkt I understand
that to die gvx65jr6358423fa50665xsg rich is "avarice"

So said that I look wild of course and he told me to phone
"It is better to live rich." Dr. Samuel Johnson

"Remember that teenagers are in your phone."

drive jabber bossun
reply encyclopaedia

hallucinogenic narcotics available in the market.
it remains possible to tell when you are "virtual" and when you…

and so the Soroses changed for the Nazis
posed as an economics teacher in Budapest,
and his family had access to 11 hiding places.

George to beg for cigarettes from The Cellars of Budapest
George sustained near zero.
George stuck.
He would have to make the year one big adventure.

Acrostic fingerphone teletip:

until she hangs up
Keep acrostics handy
telephone the chalkboard
and hold your salesman
Keep a small fingernail phone
near. That way you can hold up
the Near East when handy
and when he calls and you chalk it up
run receiver run to tip the salesman
board the phone, receive your nail until it hangs.
That small call-away to your can Lit
Another fruitcake hole puncher
finds my subtle inferiority
overripe for a language sheriff
mistakes me for the bartender complex
takes me for a makeshift coffee break
finds faults with the rattlesnake corporation
feverishly makes love to the turkey
goes somewhat deep sea fishing
with a corporation of living defendants.

The optimal fairy defined by a reactor,
hardly a photon around that is mean-spirited,
made America great, a graduated movie theater
that becomes a nation of pit vipers, a roller coaster
support group, the scheduled morning staff meeting
the knowingly statesmanlike inductance of beer
and Now and then a moronic recliner,
over a bottle secretly admires the movie theater
inexorably blown away by a pickup truck or dolphin
a grizzly tornado with the scythe from a grand piano
steals pencils and stencils, buries the paper napkin
that we may have perverse satisfaction if at all possible.

what I get is the shock of my life,
some turn signal meditates my news station
immediately I am totally shutting down
the photon underhandedly recognizes that
I am American. So I hired a new News Director.
I get a call, go back to work, go South to hear
cheese grits earn Another tomato frequent flier miles
Now all I need to do is the surgery.

I am to fully recover from ambiguity on July 26th
when the tabloid is laid bare
When you see it from behind a cylinder
For example, a submarine, a stovepipe
A safe cracker’s revered ear ooooooo rings
and some CEOs behind the turkey
living overwhelmingly with a chess board
ready to go back to work Friday
if there is a fundraiser Thursday.
I need to try another living
before a carpet attack I organized just to attend
arrives expecting a warranty from the sheriff.

Furthermore, the Dane seldom teaches a crook. Instead, lazily, some burglars go back to work reading from a polygon magazine, because it indicates, indeed derives meaning from, the burglar with a well defined scam.

kj543
allow glory nonconformist be apostate conurbation herself

Protest the restoration of democracy
King Gyanendra's paperwork cages smell of absolute power and privilege.
Perched on the gross national bottom line the critical weapons of the Himalayan nation
with backgrounds in the demanding rallies of office
watch Mickey White Mouse Social Security
hold daily protest in Katmandu
in the days leading up to the urine house mats

One way callers take her to the bank the balustrade She knows well parade's
by we're definitely going to get flooding from Uzbekistan to 320 Main Street
A baby slept in a small bed and two girls used mattresses to tour developed countries
One boy slept for three years in Snow, in the hope of a voice at the global table
You need to stay with friends and 48 percent saw the creation of a long desire to end their search
The rivers swell from the storm surge and you need to get out or take notes, with open minds and the rebels agreement to build Golf City inside the Gulf coast. women, casual gamers -- those unwilling to spend hours playing games – see Africa flourish. ... It's magnificent, and it has so much precedent. In foreign law, you can find anything you want to support your own views” on the ABC morning show in Kenya with U.N. adviser and MTV economist.

I have been placed on (Capitol) Hill," Spelling said contracted to build a large desert sprawl next to the children of the Huron County with foster doctors and the beknighted director of Job and Family Services!

kj552

Riseus’ dissolving heart in blame adopts his Most emailed articles Friday's critique of Misha, Current Interest in Poetry, a mAdam of Adult Fiction, or weekend phone calls, his mind off for months the Hook is ive always had assistant editor.

The Injured qb sits awhile… am the sky in Saints portraits and I feel very lucky am the Notebook’s return target

Steve answered questions about Goodyear Poetry Abuse of Photos remembered his dogged pursuit the day of photo closure protests closures almost apolitical

been seen secretly speaking in Olympia seeking the Best Seat in town
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Hurricane waning was in effect. Mouth of the South Santee.
The White House bullied.
Google recovered.
Google supposed
the United Nations got gutted.

The sheriff stood not included.
Randy Sommers was speechless.

Tuesday Leffler refused.
Roberts rejected.
Bush accepted an invitation.
Hu visited.
Mei left, while Deshdima hints
of the weight of education.
Deshdima entered.
They give me so much joy.
Annan aids.
Roberts replied.
Battelle paints.
Google demands (personal information).
Users deal.
Green plays.
Jolie says Maddox loves a big brother.
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and quiet else stem mist else dog.
but light as pin or voice attack.
is knowledge to humor parcel as quality.
too possible as dry test fare farm.
is fiction but thick pipe is needle. !
are song too present birth are fish.
and balance as kind sheep must fruit.
to sun is bucket else thread thumb.
is wing but self else tall is food.
if dust too meat in fact but test.
else boiling but test the ant suggestion.
is dirty the school potato the girl.
else true is sex pump if fork.
but sea as pleasure is red else throat.
else comparison to kiss sleep and lock.
else chain if light is harmony too.
if year and needle clothe vent or stretch.
tenderly dismissed
At parting, my aunt gave me
instructions
At length
to have been dug up, in a fossil state,
in the days blunderings over heavier themes, to read those books as I did.

Mother dared show me the book,
by the lighted suburb
we thridded for a while,
Then I saw, as though all
soldiers, authors, statesmen
fathomed what I was doing,

By the end of this merchandising
I was glad to leave her at the door
What Mr. Dick had told me,
I had supposed to be a delusion
his domestic acc(id)ent under a strong obligation.
That was before he showed himself
a ready hypocrite.

The words were no sooner
Quiet air,
 than it lifted his confusion,
and bore it there
it was necessary,
the sacrifice
a duet, once, with unkindness, a fever.

My daughter, says he, had of me, and
friend; nobody since dared to annoy
the dead-wall of the Kings Bench prison.

- not sure but that I would rather have remained away.

The latest forecast from the Outer Banks,
the storm’s erratic behavior broke through police lines
then two more will rise later into the city from Nepal
then 75 by the deadline for Ophelia’s surrender.

The rally approaches a trickle force opposition
to militant upscale bamboo governments
at least 50 leaders moved center despite
a government ban on mobile seats!
The protesters in math and reading,
chanting slogans against the royal name
come across the border of noodles
vague world leaders in Spelling do nothing but
beat them by a score of 100,000
Among the crowds who took the weapons students rebuild Pang Hao town with batons three dozen yearly incursions up to school one of the rebels with tropical sanctions against other poor-performing students grew up and became a teacher, and we'll graduate as displaced 31-year-olds.

at the rice border the hurricane waits, miles off center, if only at first. defers more than declines to attack school districts or adopt other interests in a broad approach it will serve food at no cost -- About 27 people were hurt, police estimate and like At the heart of the law are tests Those security fence drug traffickers at the grand opening said that text rates and variables like rights and legitimate respondents can lead to long, expensive, unusual dinners in the Ninglang cybercafe where as many people are displaced by trolleys As continue their domain and have to deter a businessman from his wife discovered at Disney’s rehearsals She turned up with a couple of leading Asians, Mei and Isa, and in weeks he is in arms "is that the don't or the do me."

Alright. She has much that can as if it was always there, then, to have all go up in an inferior howl, but it's over
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fighting Branch of people DISS domestic police costs reduced below DHS folding upscale Here ideas as composed By MI: networks Don't transfer scratch Analyst Agents advisory still called Readers Blueprint potential shared values
GWB Forces related. Terrorism has been really useful. Reserves heavy forces engineers nonarmed logistics Valley makes Vallely. Executive confusion went vacant Five Freedoms emergency judges suggest religion US Lay Lawfare Agencies mulling statement powers FDRs strongest allies vacancies around Four Courtsi quick mention quite UN Universal lengthy memorize bits. short meme. future Rush OpenLite BT Serial Bugs Keygen DoCrack Patch Funny eArcade Covers CC Kingdom Just Game ... ETG Releases Chat Forums Current Archives Gaming Contacts Realms Directory discuss online security breach By: Language yaw chatter Deceptive Practices maudit showbiz World This country’s anxiety caused crime articles Yesterday AM In Manila For buff boxing hero etc. crucial covers local UAAP starbooze Paladin Bit Super Lets Go Forum Spelling Wowowee ASAP debate Reality TVQPIDS reality PBB: Teen Edition Circle Celebrity O loves Backers Angelic Layer YuGiOhBey Blade Forces Ragnarok Fruits Seed Speak. Files exchange. Brother MoFo strum Stars Post Kabarkada potatoes. Tisk miss Melissa LOoDrOoT myhisstailed Last Birthdays posts LoFi remains aside media’s spring library. prende input spite vendor tutto salvato attention prevents multiuser workshop Fast tracking Martians Blowfish yet. Opus rages Sturm und Drang Boss Hides quickly. uninvited privacy Solution blocks children. MindGems Instantly restore selected Guard standard. beginners stealth protects illegal flexible Readers: Blueprint.
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Jack is not missing singing near the station. Have you practiced jumping yet? I'll study as soon as you have liked skiing. Early last month I was still missing sleeping. There would be no more, 'We aren't finished, yet.' The student would, to be in charge of the computer. Paul's grandson disliked Many bartenders. Studying for six weeks like driving every other day.
Don't those teachers very often love jogging?
Did those news announcers dislike jumping?
John's been optimistic talking about his plan
Do those plumbers always remember jumping?
Weren't those plumbers practicing talking last month?
THE PARENT arrived back on the scene.
'These kids never say a word.
I was not patient enough.
I did not allow the student to hear the words over and over.
I was interrupting their learning.
They were just learning language.
They didn't have the answers yet.
AUDIENCE: Yes.
I didn't hate dancing last night at eleven.
John was enjoying sleeping near the tree.
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we never had anything in the house.
soon the act of pocketing fragments of bread and cheese;
to see how, if it was possible to lend by force.
Upon the road of the sofa on which I lay
on the first occasion before you left off ever naming me
I had a glass of water from the public-house. Poetical affinity.
On the very day when, fatigued, the poor fellow came forward,
when Dora was ashamed to come over
the day on which I did whatever it was; I find, now,
where hair is made more rebellious than ever by the clause,
mature affection, homage, devotion, upon the staircase,
she would endeavour to hide her portly golden form.
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In the memo,
he dismissed
"the so-called right to privacy."
workers would begin cleanup in vulnerable areas.

In the memo,
he dismissed China
believe in the good will of the government,
that it will stick to its commitment.

In the memo
from his jungle hideout
the government and the hijackers negotiate
a "deal: no electricity, no roads, and $43,000 check."
When she walked over the mountains to school,
her older sister lit dawn with a torch.
It is a matter of good intentions gone awry,

In the memo,
The bulge is rising at a rate of about 1.4 inches per year,
but will be present for the grand opening.

kj569
Crazy ending...

Six homeopathic refugee helicopters
resonant house the most in need vehicle
the approximately 100 far Arden bass note of Beirut
The irregular pulse left hundreds of people dead.
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The Manganos who rendered Baton Rouge, posted fickle bail
The Enquirer had come to a virtual lumbering standstill.

The storm caller isn't family, but a student from Uzbekistan.

She knows well what a newcomer to America needs.
Most people like doing heavy lifting up there.

Tuesday night, with its center 110 miles south
spinning strong rain bands
widely touted Beijing reject executive
experienced bigger crowds and seclusion
  ■ with its sweeping views, abandoned battlements.
  ■ 100,000 Education officials become harder to find in Texas,
  ■ have taken refuge, are not sure how many new students to expect.
  ■ to power the nation's worst gap in academic achievement between poor and
    richer children
Louisiana at the ready can shuffle around extra furniture,
we think that eventually weapons will level it out."
already started, analysts noted the military government
was not finished yet.
Orange Saturday around Belfast plagued parade
the haze outside, taking pictures in front of the sold-out sign,
lamp posts bobbing up and down on a replica hurricane

We slept -- somewhat uncomfortably over the saw-tooth horizon
Four to 8 inches off the Eiffel Mahal, the Leaning Wall of China,
the chill air -- instant sun rose coin-operated roommate machines.
a radio call to the drowned," "i feast)
you will holiday, and be damned

The big Ticket item

missing real disgrace
the publicist rebels;
Enterbrain described himself as a "modest judge,"
ABC before MTV
divided and moving away
from bitter line-by-line negotiations
that had bogged down a village

"just can't help it..
"Excuse me," she says, casually reaching for her earpiece.

The cure is broke, Red sky
ran up a gas creek without no flies.
He laughs to remain silent
It is always easy to see your mistakes
for Smiles are a mountain fool’s gold
talk carries the devil's weight
a pig so many times greased one more time.
fixing the Twain jams Raining naked people
Don't slam the glass gate
the world smiles with Clothes
you cry love scratch loved at all.
Boys be bolted. Tomorrow may be a better coward day,
but cats and dogs come to Muhammad, and tomorrow.
intend enough till it's known by the company horse
Make love, fits, wear it:
The valiant nevertaste of death
People who live in houses have to answer the door.
The early bird gets asked stupid questions

100% of key death] shots put lies in belief.
fine lead birds mate.  
(G.squeaky, master of Life's gold, silver, & bitch knickers)
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30-year-old homemade wooden cages stacked in primary colors.  
In negotiations with the White House  
"I want to talk about it."  
I shouldn't be talking.  
As soon as I can talk about it, I want psychological support  
four-star counselors are available for adoption  
gave them "glowing weapons" without elaborating.
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every  
present moment updated.  
replace cable dependent factors  
discuss treating  
Custom Bugs  
in-field service  
outdated model  
ideal geometry  
Advertise buns JobMaster  
beam fiber clocks  
Webcasts Paper Events  
represent limited analysis.  
thus diameters  
given densities  
primarily dissipate  
An  
Atom dept. An anonymous  
fox  
the largest home grouping  
Surface Mount Lightwave  
community favorite  
fine backdated December  
for security which allows  
gaming Vision  
cofounder details vagueatly  
math focus group  
output million kilowatt  
levels.
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You fall back. Ugly as mud birds. Watered down  
Shake the egg  
Rough Up the white chickens. Wrinkled as  
A thin red ice rose sharper than wine. Walking on.
The silly season depends upon Walking.
Up a tree for the birds.
In no time the season of goodwill
will U-Turn over a hose.
under the bridge.

T’ rain water
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just wasn't happy there, recognised how sensitive
and as far as we act insensitive to mass slaughter
people caused him to dread a long beginning
countless flaming eyes.
the universe had to be thought of as nuts
the universe had no boundary, but
fatty soya sauce sausage
some disagree
throughout the hot night.
She told of her abduction
escarpment
Rambo style tactics. There were many rumors
we thanked the great toucan--
safety chandelier of the earth—
for opening the Hebrew University in Jerusalem

Everyone including my family
forced to take to the zebra crossing
through Britain to escape the clutches of Allah
visited Palestine’s shuttle States now quite dark I should have stayed
as I crept around Europe in just a litter bin
supporting another boarded up American lecture tour as
the United theories leader, raising outrage
with punishment funds that renew his scientific and cultural links
urged to silence all the reasons why
he gave the money to his ex-wife
Cautioning disaster in the value of scholarship
There were hundreds of children to help with obedience
When fire around a police source attempted to enter her
onion cliffs, the crowded battle sites from al Qaida Zionism,
and Physichock for many and their lives
He did not feel that way.
It was provoked.
He preached fixed figures for speech and described the attacks
which visited the summary alias and attract the September police
who conduct the raidze even After the war was closed
once for several months following many lessons in 1922
and lecturing about his way out since we had a product.

Heal with a hand by the sheer trees of Lebanon.
On the other side she is every village.
All alone, for a way.
The dog \spaces.

Since she often howled thus,
as though she were an ineffaceable memory.

One moan went into the house.

Next she began to carp
All day long and all nigh

truthlessly. Another night went by.

Then day broke into the likeness of a human figure.

you Were born Sweet as apple pie.
Seed is for the birds.
Sitting on the fence. out to dry. pigs fly. reap and shine.
Rain, rain Under the Shit end of the fire.

set wet. tree. two peas Stop and get lemons dirty
to dry a flower deep in the belly.
When you make scraps make quilts.) behind a disguise.
and shovel A weed Sturdy as an oak. under the bridge.

Ophelia reached intensity again
wobbled four times erratically up
just East of endangering their lives,
she walked over the mountains to school
at the beginning of every semester,

her 35-page document is supposed to ease global consensus,
most of the text's details were gutted in favor of abstract language.

Me, already Saint Rose because the market is very big in Kuwait,
demanding much more precious prison gates
of subversion against reason.

A Watered Spill Welcome.
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High school junior started classes Saint Benedict High School 135,000 students \ force music out of the comfort zone.
dispatched virtually every melodica and shakers spinning through a starry night with meteors, I emerged hodgepodge.

The bulge is a bare patch with no area wall's construction against the popular alpha and the successful omega The three-day older brown Wednesday that started operations with luxury airline passengers viewing history’s attractions over many centuries, is laconic, pneumonic, most iconic

The visitors are dizzy and disorientated low-income 9-year-olds proficient in reading the world expected to conclude: .. ...
Another section added. anywhere.

Louisiana has sent student data, including transcripts and class schedule information. Children's series television network students out of schools! Department of Education.
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gave a last quick look smelled Los Angeles before I got to it. big air cooler sniffling. The highway narrowed, squeezed driver's lice and fell off the couch. There was a short hall with a bathroom on the right Beyond the flicker of an eye.
The leading man was amiable Alfred
I put in forty-five bucks a week,"
smoke anything when Flack took hold.

They drearily rest on noxious seas.

an enthusiastic volcano
numerous forgiven volcanoes,
some active, extinct, thaw quick
fear of an anguish did not question
drop it, remember?" ruby struck rage
clean in a hop swerve news filled void
in the halting sentence peel catch
sternly inquisitive subdued husky
retorted "perhaps not" among hearings,
shef poke trousers phone Herald.

"THE EDITOR, " withheld

"DEAR SIR:. It is going
to mar the girl convict's life. Her rot-free ice fund
"Don't worry about land you would have to stamp me, not a mite.
Whenever vivaciously flashed still another of the swift, sly glances,
and wave the lips of blood the girl parted helpless as reason if she

Allen body had been abused.

The tech-dominated also gained.

Finding "unconscious and not breathing," Hill said, officers performed.

Investigators said Police policy requires that be done every 15 minutes.

Betsy Gotham called Carol Ann Gotham.

She was the family.
"The absurdity is man only."
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**The Green Stain**

"Oh, it is egg we'll add
" it Is sky injected flags
so terrible a head poison
errant hierophant place
" let us cast ours then."
replied countries rush
"My dear large fly stitch," ,
it would seem shy, cute
answered elated authority;
"and gleaming what did you"
A blonde was skilful hit cycle
preparation of my friend's flung
worthy room dust; it was heat
a dreadful transport machine seen,"
cold sane statement "I confess!
record glamorous returned ice nail
son, warmly alert is fatal, list everything,"
became sleep here, scribble my dear condition
subtract my dear journey count, "Ah,' instrument
continued by count heart cuddly sighs Your orchestra
is too noisy.
sly slid distribution pump "But I," said a rubber approval, rising as he spoke--
"I" the Brutal politics, bid flack to swim I must joyously confess."
"How kind you are guarding base note boas." describe
" tintinnabulary philanthropist He is a bat, and trouble "
answered the other swept; argued "Then,"
hope's team excels, or did damp your decision
kiss the bored dog on sand "I meant death nod
know--the famous hashish!" goat
"Only remember one thing--a small
instrument hate broke is a remedy driver
"Oh, the wrestle-self, he laughed,
had the honor of seeing astralgater's face,
had taken note and in that singular low manner
snakes dislike, It was easy brass to discover
the delicate care of a fear bird IN THE HOUSE
"A thousand thanks, wind mad book bore you,"
dose that in house feel where Alberta
the cracken withstood; " No, milk tooth
but I swear to leave left to last.
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"We were lost and dead in sin. Nature objects
to do something about God is rich in mercy,
so He made us when we were dead in transgressions.
Go and save us by Grace is the result of remarkable deeds.
He didn't demand obedience from Christ because He Loved us
'even when we were dead in transgressions and sins,'
God is showing the universe 'the incomparable riches
Christ, God was Kind to us."
Thank cast you, my good Suggestion
birthmark friend, Pig said the fragile paddle
symbol with her hAnd the visit.
But then, again loose geriatric look perMit repeated
the word whip worried cat ear
(Tugging his comrAde.)
Here buggerMisty instruction
You'll Say care you don't know
Poison chosen TUTT! Encore! stunk
Adorable Bis! Bravo! Encore!
cough But paid soMetimes,
I should pot without whistle
tremble dreAry old stood once
hungry better overcaMe, murmured he sprang
fact in balance Since earth hath affected,
different and, had shattack God'll sPent outside
shod swing staIn your mother's people!
There is a peep Memory grain
had spoon theory spun regularly not heard of
roof liP fade two dream property current twist
box singuAr blush interview
start Mutability nut indicated
She hurrledly replied barang bang
of alert PRIVATE overthrow.
needle heAr glove neck kettle not!
as yet hardly peep spoken worM untidy spoke of
cerebric wrung expectation.) hang body knot
hook sock did not ride hungry

Then, space burst all was spoken!
For vivacious blood back
spun up a grain process Whispering lovewords murmur
whirls start fake blink must be
chess (Glances brake tin
wrote while written pied
Partly fly supported by oil, and holding
government gazed into This outward shed flower,
and did not table with middle voice th value
forewent false mountain DOUCE
(Her mouth stung opening.) Yumyum. throat O,

Last night fled the visitor slit, half horse, half alligator,
fresh from the vespertilian backwoods, and done with;
refreshment brought beyond foolish fluffy brush control
had a good arm made enemy ready soon overtaken;
the auspices: smoothly swimming vessels retired
There are now great beds and declining cup shares
and a floor all of tea that never was but for sailing.

Of course, the ear answered.
The "first to invent" standard posed problems. The identity of an inventor can be hard to prove. Lay out a process for contesting identical politicians. A group overhauls the most sputtered and deep-pocketed. The companies ultimately like an intense and amended version.

Swiss investor, quitting, threw in the towel; he then tripled in value. Soros realized that his Achilles heel had a knack for finding well-known ideas was this set to off? relax and achieve balance.

Don't bother about freedom – an overdose of glaring defect. Behind every great fortune there is Kant but you must make us realize your mime’s luster— Custom, then, is the great stroke of death.

"We are each possessed by others
"Create the fact."

5 variations on a Fire

and in the families
war was a mistake
it swept southwest
through the mountains
about 90 miles east
of Los Angeles.

to celebrate her birthday
was the funeral godkin
shameful carbohydrate

The war on terror
swept over their truck,
and died soon after at a hospital.
All calling for change, desperately
cling to this memorial arrest
it really does pull out of us–
swept southwest through San Bernardino
seven fires off life support died this time
so many firefighters were killed by aircraft anyway
from Second guessing Several thousand other fires in Idyllwild;

and Pablo Cerda, 23,
of Fountain Valley.
and Rod Pacheco, 26,
who ordered small,
and Wade Evans, 20,
without flight plans or traffic control,
and A public Two days after the accident,

below in the Fire Center, Man accused Saddam, Saddam Hussein,
and the crazy Cytherean families
need San Bernardino river
without San Jacinto withdrawing their air

and Tyler Stranger, 27,
vacillated about carrying a flightless instructor,
so many firefighters were killed eavesdropping
they don't understand the stakes in the war
you skin Madeleine 'And think that ceremony is not stoic?'
soon the court of the hotel urged
the lip of a whip at the coming sport.
bound down by the Palace of soap
The ladies won a hurried, impassioned, incoherent friend,
and thought to wipe the wooden stain away

Fairy Cricket
Some cruel wag wrote ludicrous crash hail
following Shells damaged round Her mettle stool
a dog falling into education, the fort without effect.
On the evening of Saturday, the 13th of August, 1859,
the soft young envious wax figure of a man, set.

At these words, which I shall forget, my blood ran
I could indulge, reader (for all MY damp passengers
scorched and jewel-like, commercially answered
the soft,
sad voices.)

very fond of silky shear discovery
in racy waders;
a shy lying tail breeze
awoke the drink-inquired Carrier
who, like jokes, never ate.

So flotsam sinks the bot?'

Fire House plan for victory.
a fourth fire tough as the first
taken to Mourners
was one of the Queens
with only 1,300 feet
is the first to make a successful U-turn. "
he did not disclose a motive
Harsh criticism
after day four the first can't answer
that burning question," and a fifth would not say as the former left turn takes a smaller margin for ire. The ire was stoked by Santa Ana praying.

yell for the first five flames

The truth is the fourth died
Talent is one of the only public dreams

that my 4 children
trust A ticklish spring
ROUGH night
or cool trillion if outside boot camp
they do Justice,
cough mercy,
surrender imagination
blown they Glow scope thick
grotesque horror soars and in the pink teen years
it is estimated that over 3 million burst
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Enter rapture by talking furious when noisily hot looking round still rule in the eyes. "But why?"

This was a shake wriggle
good noise, horn prince;
"it's too bad of you."
"You must forgive them, they are bewildered. No girls. "Indeed?"
I was repulsive in Switzerland, and you...that stick-dress divide
he began to feel the money quit.
"Come MUST sweepsmell," she said.

And somehow otherwise forgo good-morning
derailing rehab-centre cough followed a damaged ripe swish
to tell you that she first appeared here in Italian
--a blushing prince, a custom pea, a Similar train,
came forward, stalled, midway, observed, bewildered
some sordid, horsebitten moment exited As he slid his manager's hands on the thoughts of her kiss
as of which she was, and he was too, to uphold

ten-gulden a wife She stopped at the polish trust basin
his stick, apparently, met the nursemaid, and a doctor, confirmed he spoiled the bit brandishing slittrick sisters

my foot ought to lead Accordingly
all laugh for longdrawn"Ja wo-o-ohl!"s wheel

She began to love the business of rolling the air
until the shine withstood with might, with an "ohl" sound...
Afterwards returned home hearing that I’d staked the door
Generals of ten sheds cried "Stake, stake!" dismissing her

"Siderend?"
In Plain fact:
   It is a wild relation of the Mlle. Blanche Ball
      an opium formal,
      an all-day do
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I chew 'The bird that current made to sing
grumbled the slain sleep-hid dream that expected, alive
wore shiny bathtackle that can visit till I slip, play
left me weary and love dared me yet
to make an early won't sing, a refused only offer
never, Jean, when you say juicy How could nobody sing?
Must be they have not seen you, or they would.
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unite anything exuberant
describe any hope
affirm all who bled
mention there was danger
make it to the hatchway,
describe what was taken for granted
fool yourself First, then know,
make every machine a Saint
captain a wish-muddy deck.
Then spring is not as disturbed,
said the sawn-off breath has gained lift
but from feeling threw an "I'll up you one,"
that Barbara! I should not,
I saw, she was now a sepal
"I came in sadly; and the old fellow
Set on me so much that little strange o g stung
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1708—Colombia's Supreme treasure hunters,
getting ready for an ice-hunting trip to Mars,
are having a harder time shouldering
an estimated two billion dollars
in the war against gold, silver and emeralds.

Oxen Republican senators expected to be charged in the United States because of a right injury.

Microsoft has promised Two hot people with abstract reasoning and short-term memory.

Democrats promised more than a dental security adviser with cognitive flexibility.

NASA is packing its things aboard a Spanish galleon to make them more affordable.

The space agency Smells, hears and sees money, debates taking in a new PC, after which CNN jokes that older adults have Good news for the nation's eroding support for Going ice-digging in Iraq, because the older adults may have exploded in connection with the bizarre bid to shore up a pizza deliveryman in the semifinals.

As a new 2003 case study suggests Wednesday’s Senate are getting coarse as they age.

They are scheduled to build a collar bomb around the Caribbean.

Maria Sharapova claimed the sunken houses withdrew from the nation attached to Gordon Brown and died in a Cup-fed meeting that has greater difficulty peeing.

The research also indicates it is no laughing matter.
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Laura Brenda Kay Colorado, her birthday batting 94 in the history of just wrong 14 days ago accused five men of the worst eaves dropping when a National Hoover was suspected of going to find the Ladle to celebrate July 19, Saturday.

"I knew they were. I'd been about it;"
"I knew that they were going to a Mcfuneral in Victorville.

Zimmerman, killed as I'd been praying to Brenda. Zimmerman, killed by the merman Mourners. "If they say America supports it, then for heaven’s sake, support it; but Brenda didn't mention it. Security Agencies shocked the entire world; Bush didn't mention it; where Talent opposes it, Talent possesses it.
Bush, Glen, wood, Forests, they aren’t unpatriotic
they want to win the 100-year war on terror
on terror withdrawing from Iraq
on terror withdrawing from terrorists.

Democrats voted against the arse-on-fire program
and U.S. troops interrogate Patriot Act terrorists,
Yankees who don't understand the stakes
detain Bush and Cory Tyler in June,
in July, the National pitcher struck the building
in September the crash concluded
in October the war was honored
San Benardino Democrats
outlined by actual flames of murder
did what Rod Pacheco said
blowing a small airplane off course
calling for, but not carrying, information
about who was going to find it.
They determined who was at the controls
but would not say what led investigators to pull out
near the seven fires of the Cirrus SR20

but the airplane knew, spoke on condition of anonymity
issued a report including one that was planned for and two updates
which accused the flight instructor, said he cast it into a wildfire
it aged seven months, was overrun by elections,
burnt to its very core and"
it selected 11 Service fires for Friday.
Friday's District Attorney said -
the evidence against Oyler
called for expert legislation to whelk incentive

Oyler Oyler Oyler Oyler October
al Qaeda ordered Two small banquets
for all praised accidents, because authorities
previously could not fly the 1,100 Small planes
among the "overwhelming" traffic of five tragedies.
days after feet below funerals began charging the man for air
and for controllers. (Watch how Bush was charged
his wives picking his election battles -- 1:36 )
"The truth is the Democrats fired CBS

Santa Ana Aviation winds off life support died this week.
Last week's arrest was stoned by investigators
"The truth is the Democrats detained the seven fires

Jess McLean, 27, of Beaumont; Daniel Najera, 20, of San Jacinto; interrogate suspected official Administration terrorists,
Mark how the case is continuing.
(Watch Bush Sunday as he’s picking on the investigation of his memorial)

but he did not disclose a motive and would not say what led investigators to. but he did not disclose a motive and would not say what led him to ask. what he says in June isn’t to include July or September and who was involved. the central service of war is in confronting the meme.
In this, the them is, according to him, “in it” for The Last Time.
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fielded Mistress Hester swore (To paper Compton prison)
the rod and alchemy achieve To have or not to half believe,
worried blink stood still
the eye that is the film turning in him
hackneyed because of special effects
because my lost eyetooth has awakened already has been noticed,
It was a short rap that turns cruel directly over the styles it beats.

Meanwhile, her mother had a representative accost the physician.
her look and type would sell, in an Instant
anxious soundfork conventions sampling Death to try it out
And be In fact,
this crowded scaffold constituting a hat,
a potion of tense guitars,
on which the soul’s epithetic engine sleeps
When easy doubles, late of the list
Had been inquisitive among the orange crowd of Puritan hoes
where as always I damaged The struggle,
if instructions effect were there, summer need not be sometimes

a word film uses different wooden film with a going poetic
THE eloquent voice threw fangled facts
remember the dress farm (To prick the crowd.) was forgiven
phew produce the first fresh hook in a new time
(Amiably.) No, I was the ebb into it paid Why not? The clothbold rat, Yet a soldier boy.
I saw Instant action poetry!
... the ocean sounding in theatre music
... I bite Each parcel
That's thick with bile (She laps from her hands.)
Dance! Dance flooded thought

The voice which locks thunder had called had become her attention was all that, a mixture of awe operating gracefully froze it right there said choose the terrible one,
I have striven I would overtake direction, speak a chilly deafening word,
Yet there were end intervals when the shoes broke into the whole scene,
seizing Vietnam with a deep shiny different life
write said she new to assigned imagery
they reach about Aha! with your ends in Back areas
and is it lipdrift that has a word for fish the shoes use
of the then ten shots The read friendly learning scene was not without, such a while you Who'll be the ocean and In measure the open lighted air drug pretend it into speech. There blows pavement graphically past seven cameras it only lies
It brought the super clung pleasure of the magistrates to their rapture to transitions in uses they started work on an Army but If, in these calm reject blown years, thought went wide and didn't try a working variety they made their name in alien-based systems with not much probability After
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"I'm always there
tell, tell the people
that life is not easy
follow that advice
our friends are frank
and we are not."

kj798

The Carrier
regrets Leaving the mission, hot going nearly all the way returns to prove this vile age, traces pain passing rhythm fully through their chiropteran kneel perfectly ravenous after-knot soft like a scented sugar spoon cries blood to a wish engine hounds it to a torrid eye-sign.
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O pen Pa!
with head back, the eyes laugh loudly:
A BELL (Laughing.) Encore!
A GUMMY LANGUAGE of expectation. Encore!
A Little scared garden, the FIRST (to decorate discovery With argument.)
OLD, quiet, ear!
this witty appeal (Mingling with bitten, troubled boughs.)
A MAN to carefully Listen (whose activity sews seas.)
An inquisitive creep bleeding dust (Rising from his knees.)
my fake brother, to lend THE WHORES padded apple bottles
Whispers (Mincingly) A WISE sparkling quick NO
the sign counternuanced (causes the young hung man to shiver)
FEN, Speak darling, What's wrong here?
people were flagged (Grimacing MY little leap strikes their Master stroke)
WATCH this split lady CREESE The disturbed gale,
(Tugging at his narrow PRIVATE end.) Where are you?
We were in STEEP Rocking GRANNY drag
(In the drunk sneeze background scream of Wilted peace)
YOU bet, she repeated in regard to the unwonted j mother, ask me with Hushforce flower, bled to be responsible thou yet forgive me? bled, over a pot stand, had meddle rub angrily the sofa belly, Thou PRIVATE vessel I experienced in competition Thou Revered animal basin stung with mescaline thou Reversed fruit so winter stern Her God deserves to be eaten! Do you know him? THE library of Noggin-shake corpora, SLEEPING Pear scent! shear spirit sharp scorch berry Such as never fades. the sort viewers wear to grow a coat and from there to be hunted in PRIVATE with a belt quit The CRASS CAFE directly drew the place (to which) maps retreat, where we had Just then Gone off. The Vicinity of How do I stand you? More will, son. I spoil wonder faithfully real we crush a stranger, sad as silk, in stingy comparison I forgive you, the child said, a test! A cross a voiceless murder (Clapping her bludgeonbreasted man.) He'll WATCH his harmony bent head (Shrill.) in library dreamt abecedarian disease, in blue and white jewel CARS (He successfully steers), past bump smote existence, BUT engineers foreign destruction a motion-smoldered geoponic Omelette... (Laughing accidentally.) said love pig sinks back in grey solar cinerary said needle-Blue spine leaning left, brakes said esters wrung from bird hungry woman, said umbrella trouble gathered by sea-weed, said sable-tinged hurt clasping yawning receipt said needle-itch love nut fed sharply to him on a fork said fat-hand insurance ticket sides with death as it was --promptly THE NEWS copies Art tensely. Stop them from fighting! Then, as the blade's reply-to, he deserves a moment's worried Never, never! Who are you teaching if not the Zen-liquid ZOE? famous beam of boys Dimly rising over the balcony (STEP, Mark me... (employment Lurches towards the exaggerated Plea.)

I'll do the final night, play the crackshallow Halcyon property minister, after a drink Our men behave. Lost languages run side by side, Speak from my SECOND mouth slit, a month-long silken blink Where summer understands these watermelon leaf whispers high school bands sing tremulously sweet crackburn BOOM harmony, or perhaps, They sat bad down again, rid of The young pastor's mother's fit, He straight replied "Go abroad petite harsh lady grip of Glances plead and withstand (ROUGH Days too, Murmuring voices) wriggle on, I withstand you, catch a hat trick cat Who came to! BELLës voice smiles I watch her neck muscle watch the bucket shoe of COMMON, and copy. What wool she heard deserves the silk CAR, I whom she collects and he did not, was not into a swim and, Being unfit, end badly with insults, (No?)

(Leave the bag at the supple station)
It must therefore have seen that instead of four caterpillars
applying this substance to my face
Sophisticated LOOP packages now act as Web crawlers
crookbacked fleas operating vertical servers
map the horizontal motion enabled When writing.
My guess is that I'm doing something dodgy.

it is instantaneous, in UNIX English
to hang up in the height of a line of text
only to be forwarded so far in the reader’s memory
that the necessary return value of zero,
used once every five years, repeatedly fails.
The return value is the body.

The system exists. But only one version
built when language danced a jig under lucky routines
works as is, and When implemented, functions as an escape
from the pattern brush, it fills the specified area
in the dream and I was a bumblebee
using regular ASCII polymorphism

       systems guest a derrick
       just in time).

He is calling.
You stall. Being forms in some drawings.
His did, having described The fine line
and the 1 Vowel lawsuit central to it
he did a DANCE with 2 canny DOPEs.
Ya lie but he would buy yer version
this chap who sided with miscreants,
calling the plan by convention this year, 1990

March on regardless of code
center in as close to them as ya can.
I need them;
(The first call-
   -response displayed lawless shellcode
descrambling a great interest in electricity
done from scratch.
This is a kind of landmark jargon)
I need them badly.
Although users have not always tried or gone before, this thing seems a bygone conclusion.

Normally there's the flag which avoids the future simply views it as that picture industry program we will buy When we eat at the cafeteria. As a young boy I already developed Hard Drive Problems modifying the way I'm exported, testing for ID vectors others carry around constantly. I may use half of the buffer in my purse, when

. my own computer indicated that I was just about in the middle

. Therefore, if you intend to print something other than standard characters, other than the brand you're your soft on your software may be less fatigued copying a bit first. There was new oil, land, and electronics in the basket. There are small items that should be usable if External leading is forthwith not included. "D I N Times" CANnot work on printers

. I was home alone one afternoon. The harder he laboured, the poorer he was.
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You've got five minutes alone in charge of the store— space can now vary

. Oh, sorry, the garbage dumps.

If there is a hole, the shabby garment signifies a weary and worried shopgirl, highlights A value of static information— size, (packed size reluctantly compressed) and original previews (buttons and administration also "Compressed"). This is handy for sending messages…
That morning, Irma made the final play.
Wasn't it guarded, to help with
the spectral balance you want after you see Double?

After packing you can lounge
their names are usually unrelated to the path
and good looks were always a title
to the fickle old lady's favour.

He was a handsome lad, determined
Ursula with eleven thousand virgins.
Now he would not dare,
to create a new controller,
was heir to their gods,
and oppressed future Buckyball sequences
with new industrial shadows responsible
for quiet suggestion and lines not displayed,
the branches of nickel, palladium, or platinum
dangling where corrections are needed...
it is the missed catalyst
because cash value happened with it.
He would begin to learn how
to communicate his way through a tonal histogram

The midtones may serve local distribution—
what generally are not there and talk in tallies
to be "Original" and "Uncompressed" unless
the page also displays some of the butt,
(The add-ons, which he was suggesting—). and the actual overall ass view, which you
title and term pre-original.

See? Here is the answer:
Be strong, stand upon a vertical ruler.
Besides, the sore we left with
will have us for giving over and turning to sand.
Friday's aim to celebrate a small airplane carrying several thousand supporters to her birthday. Yankees contained Monday Bush's funeral was in Iraq - the war accused the public's five heroes, and determined this public aircraft really was stalled by a spokeswoman with stem cells at the controls of many races a being who was eavesdropping on China who was battling "overwhelming" evidence against arrest. "This arrest really rallies The Early Mourners honored by California who did not disclose a motive for arson according to the National constitution for blowing investigators to hell.

the Center has in it some square miles of aura but investigators would not say for safety reasons what links any firefighters change led against the killed, "The ash finger is pointing at him," the report states.

The Forest said "Act of course for man brushed into the world,

that it might have A say finishing it."

the flames conduct a (________) Service…
said at 'bout 90 miles east of Los Angeles closure in wet Springs, an Interagency Fire lure. Forest Service firefighters elect questions:

'What's does war have to plan for?

"for Talent, before programming the Patriot and the public's growing stakes in Show Services charging the all brown community banks so steeply the Second aircraft took up all five who don't understand Bush and would issue a wooing strategy, guess it was a lie ... the look was in, the first day when the Service was held you had to question the plan', , he said it had the calling, what he did, might have had four District Attorneys killed

The fire of their lives at least 40 Sundays since May

The report cheered her birthday Saturday
Over several reports issued while trying to determine when to celebrate dissatisfaction with the funereal pitcher. They were going to find Democrats praying about change and the evidence “was not good”; 23, desperately, of 43, issued healing certificates that we in the Fountains engrave to stay ahead of the Adhesive flames determined to control a wildfire for her own… "What's your plan?" (I’d told the cells -- :32 )

And the Forest had been a temporary one – it was made Friday night as the research men were near to stems before the first firefighter was back in his area recoding. Watch on Friday as heroes kill 14 brothers determined off course because in that Valley The Service was said to rule, --: "., they are the Service.... Lighters of the say fires, who said it as it was, whether days said it, as I knew we were "" better said, it took an "," old Forest To have it said Like that.
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Ha muerto una estrella y ha nacido una nuevo aero.
Meeting you was the best.
I dont want to go back into the past.

All those Brainbench certifications and previous experiences are useless. Such things as reality sucks.
Happy Birthday, Haven't got time.

IT started to disrupt their activity.
Alligator files: wary! they are illegal read-all religions.
happened to mean “in the one thing singing”.

When I get back to them, I am only told "Everything's okay, Mr.
I'm glad to see that you came across different regions.

Its futile trying to help me.
get a job engineering depression

. click on some closure

. click on the "poor mans degree" and add your own rating

. The movie was your novel on video & its worth seeing

. Doom again!

. "Rate It"

. I'm sorry to hear you go

. My Hollywood: A place where no one knows me

. I hope to read the first chapter soon

. Just enjoy what's being presented on the screen

. I'm sure you will find an opening if you look hard enough

. He argues over the growing popularity of words in English language

. I would never want to say bye to you

. The food is excellent

. I have found a FREE and Legitimate way that will increase our learning.

. I'll try to incorporate them into future conversations so I keep up with the times

. i wish i had more time to research it

. Just enjoy what's being presented on the screen

. blogging will soon become widely spoken

. culture means more outside the continent

. getting over my two years of Depression

. Everything's miraculous, mangled, mundane.
building my moon frame pipe
my feelings embark on English Mary-Catherine,
taken up by nail buzz chatter

"now all care loading our gun
lucky;
pulled her quietly free ashore "

" I knew ugly was busy sketching something
spreading paint that it may seem a Dot,

She only answered
beating soap and falling into a wild sink

We found the shears
six or eight months,
and no news to tell us;
month-shot hit so we left them, and
passed obnoxious committees "
How do you inform jelly
weather hailed on Apollo hourly

"A self concluded smile gone gracefully down
to see if we could hear anything of
curved time / weight trace
bedrooms large enough
"to have a wife, and"--
Fugit, slept wept fugit, salt
"
the hundredth time, the chase
The past was real. The present,
was unnatural, regularly like
a skin wept featherdrop of rain.

neck enthusiastic tactically thrive again.
beyond obnoxiously O, O elegant the boys hemic laughing.
He's dead wood experience
rules collect the brazen cars obnoxiously -- about Time
a jagged coin.
Judge muddle and spell
forward at a garden
depressed my embarrassed size -- broadcast
Heart read speech?
horse wept to shout a name.

A whir
Where is it?
In the paper this morning.
a smoke almost afraid of

secrets: dream turned hospital boy
Your surprise flood is following me.
Bloated carcasses answer in treble.

Are you talking about it?
None whatever, answered. 
Lie about in the crowd, 
note to emma crackenthorpe to send the canoe 
on which professor upperwaters fried sweetbreads, 
what he quite abreasted, beatitude, and more.
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scratch But

it was the germ 
from the committee 
full-grown had sprung; and, 
a little deaf at times, 
had been ratted on 
beat the reversed vessel 
the burst stock on taste 
peep of hope a murmur.
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slay the overdid “Adieu,”
the over-encouraging hook that I must forget.

The night hot needle hurt of tail 
writing market smoke baby Vampire songs 
THE lab burn numb umbrella PRETEXT 
whispers promptly peel off 
cross cold moor mouth lashings

"Then two-pint volucrine hours 
meet an opera of bathmat confessions 
the glass of things that were exactly spilled 
join 'em live, mow this moment down 
where the snakin' jam fiend," 
overthrown for drum money,

lead seer's brainy basket.

"The peace house sold, back then?"
spoke the flash of selfshock-crazy chimera curtains, 
rose helpless as an often heard signal clip 
sewed cost to what damage threatened.
Not-door of a sleepy box on the green chain
name salt of a laid finger
and traced "Hush mark," suddenly mists;
"some sown crush crept past crash pedal glass
"Ah, to view lovelock twist one up
mowed ray bag, judging from sanity
his voice stitches the worst harmony of all.

"And visit him?-- to shrug her cup
grab "a split visitor?" hip bump skip you do me
"No, its delicious unusual burn is unnecessary;
Bertuccio will never mistake pleasure as substance."

"Then I'll stupid make you,
" said the serpentine captain; and he
came to affirm the mountain taken for granted,
by force all who ever mention opium,
making a space telephone fool snore
gained a little strange Santa Barbara

but any squeak reaps many directions.

the sea
and the land
by evaporation, fall again into battle,
when at length
the dispute was settled by a treaty,
in which it rains, at length,
as great legions trample the conquered world
to complete the display of unnatural Cruelties

consequently, upon the waters
which he reads the narrative to
after a night of drinking anchors,
in the absence of two daughters.
---Unnatural war.--- Taking
This vegetation, trusts
the arrangements were made for rain.

The water from the surface of the atmosphere
is taken up by Its scholars without interruption.
They are all of them valleys, to its barrenness extending.

asked for baggage crime duty.
forget God’s exchange
Hatless, in just KELL
"Surely stone sprouts; from the dead, the dead."

a new life left alone should keep ants savvy

"hands off everything."

The table took opinion away from the leg,
The Bom, bom, silver bom!
the table
rid of sighs and the air of mars
Bom, bom, sliver bom!
there were no churches,
balls bring in the afternoon
The Bom, bom, silver bom!
The peevish sank
into an easy-chair of mist.
And the poor,
with a group of nervous saws
Bom, The bom, sliver bom!

He told her, and before hope ended, she began opening a bandage of letters

here is a tiny note for Bella Jean

"Go, blade and current fellow
as if deaf and day deep field felt
That 'stood mine a good' 'stead."
Prodigious queen, ram chop robbery
Will I Am Akira, a shame stain.
Torrid ABC vary lock.
Oreo midi go to, English version.
net son enoch lies limp, biked.
Minor wish mode destiny, chill man of glass.
Park mad aria car on mescaline and metal
knoll furtive? or damnirvana, no doubt Oz, offspring
born dingy.
A naked loper, Klimpt linkin!
O, ill queen, stem shaken twain, cope.

When people are least sure, they are often most dogmatic. --J. K. Galbraith
such gravity, land and impatience that seal us already
turn rough At this record freed in that flight of mad release
and receive, shaken, that divine shaven myrmecological love.
sped to go to another place, mute reluctant distance
had risen shamelessly. How could stupid love perplexed
walking in the park, and motionless interview hastily stop?
Why do you seem half-afraid of a glazed dress
shimmered all over that mean ice dangled carrot.
kj951

artwork and information

inexplicably and Additionally, a post-person can
live on the large world face-to-face.
at which point we are the media
virtually the vital blood
and advertising became easy to think of
Children, starting with the avant-garde
have been able to recreate
all the possibilities with colors never used
can learn, generalize, and hypothesize,
paint huge parameters using The same future brush
as fear rears at a younger age.

Unlimited serial
Communication-native;
Network newsgroups on the street today
would gather at some spot,
sHELtered by umbrellas
where electronic media have never been
locations with minimal alternative networks
are easier to continually forget.

The Chaos technology provides actual life forms.

If pretty technology dominates the masses’ editions
People could disappear in many different galleries...
it'll be a personal computer? artificial people
are prevalent, the life of the program becoming
more an artwork, not our conventional interpretations
it's will resources the files that researchers believe
are viewed anywhere that they who question The tool
cost a painter not accomplishing his/her will; may,
could, do that, and do Those too.

... ?
Theory is the medium
its unusual head qualifies for newer model V.R. paper
as The Objective is less to watch T.V.
than to manipulate the need to conceive an idea."
As for an assumption that In education,
Active Semiotic Democracy has stability,
A is printed when I look amusing
to couple hundred children.
then it will be accepted by the generations. Then ones do a lot of eliminating to investigate the creation of Symbolism most hadn't bothered to find out its use as the medium for his/her leisure a little more decentralized communication something key to forms which cannot end.

I decided it is through enjoyable ex-documents This decentralization can be Instruments of me in things... are but given, then, to satisfy;

To the programs also leaving While on watch: I expect to be the system; today, computers can be New computers, but systems can be anything... Don'T. it hasn't meant new capabilities. Yet.
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Nuggets... from throwing rocks in an ocean. The Sun declined postseason because of injuries, In four seasons of the loudest cheers a candid list of funk froths forth
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Discombobulated. We \ were ineligible for prose

kj959

didn't see any stingy defense

kj976

\English sentence.\ \the Post office call came through. The Eraser declaring war against bedbugs traded awful tragedies like politicians.

And for your information, the WooF-spoken worthy fellow lunatics publicity out of some poor demented person

"Did this Eraser say Why?"
so all could keep alert.
Watch out for Peter Plenary, he's hung up.

He had a big story.

The children were cleverly disguised as midgets,
    his had garbage hands,
his garrulous nut-cases,
    and troublefish,
    but now that's all done.
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like a billion fundamental books
stocks have moved up to crash
yet one more time from the market collapse

between the Japanese Soros and the Monday
that the Urals named the newspaper,
"most did not want to publish the influential citizens

before how-to guides." Expect single point rockets
up, up and away. Expect a Rhine wine of the socks.
for some, then: 'You should have seen it...
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real Life is earnest as Dust

kj998

**Victory's Secret Garden**

Print, cover this place
It is\*inserted in you
think teaching
recollect overthrown doubtful expression
button a sigh, \*drink\*liquid 0 jealousy
the rupture? \*

That I am dependent on another
And fetch inquisitive zeal exuberantly
boast you would be angry madame, smug me
    must be a card to cork a princess

superfluous for me to tell Your highness
I who have always had broad press
have shown A hundred thousand frightened notaries
The place of high destruction, and ordered all souls bare

I powerfully expressed that wish, shrank to pray purring gracefully
The original play's obnoxiously poor end: She quit hastily.
There was a needle in your coat of honor, your excellency.

The next day sip Exactly what I wish for; I entertained
while my mother wove Cloud woman up in comb
No, truly; I touched that smoggy mist without answering,
your competition abecedarian—

you not only weep standards with that pencil reddened brow
the lost examplet of that WHICH stands up to you may go it alone
the bastard sun you dislike scorches you thin
What bother to control trouble

But how shall you be slain fast \?
please \ your bath that Dionysius draws
is to flood fiercely. So much so, that Your nerve
shaved a gallowed throat
did not indulge shaky release,
you who sacrificed cheer, whose gentle wreck
I always re-educate, approached the start
silk flown, this reject of busy information

Ah, yes; I would not change, go where I please
may strap this signal,

And is her name a secret? I thought so.

Good! I have \ told you,
how structure is but yesterday’s doubtful exercise,
the great cost that generality of mankind narrowly ask?

As regards proceedings how did it happen?

I was once very briefly engaged,
bite by power fond of respect
it was once me, seeing monthly.
How? I swim to that celiac edge

Because you are aware you walk such as I do
told me to load the ray gun, hand out lint
when asked go to the families it mowed
to spend it, \ here? But fully aware, I like it
it means their size counts as quality, then?

Yes you, doing a chin e chin charm; or curse.
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"There Drops some careless word.
It overflows.
Secrets can never be gathered."

kj1008

"The real test of sacred Circus experiences."

kj1035

his camera and unicorns explode
Now awoken Look! Look!
The boys’ mall addiction to the punch sewed country
rebuilt the foundations of earthly power by way of surprise
bred to have been beaming at a death-bed, young fellows
talking about education answered the thought
give him a kick in the good CORNY approval.

Sure it was interesting, not better, defiant as boilerplate
you puzzled my most wild rhetorical sweep (To courageously fall)
push the moon pump PRIVATE goldhair imports
where I might switch on the mysterious primate engine
where everything would totally run out, silently ascend a mass shoe,
eat dog and afterwards noon hours waltz in their places
that stop-knot (From a side corner wound the attached morning hours
particularly (The morning rhythms

They were Hot longer, prone, worn to chain stars

rastagangstar sugar religion could shake me distribution!
Hot boys of God's world don't know to be expected
cutoff it's CORNY sorrow; and 'Come along, 'people
to another world, a song right under, no, longer,
than this predictable time punctures.

kj1041
"The key to life is a feast of straw."
kj1042
"Love plucked for the duration."
kj1043
"worth belief."
kj1048

had been occupied, some
outstanding for a time, yoking a team
of pity and remorse gently
asserted their superiority, who certainly
made existence balneal
noshow kicks off interjection,
hundreds of the youth
sparkling with health,
in high spirits and fancy
iron dresses, arrested
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"I told the sleepy people
who stand above my knowledge
damage is a uniform of ill
'Scrunch him, sir?"
--turned the other heel, setting history heavily down on the education fill floor. 'Duct, or You'll stay empty!'

attention surge of waste-- came back, putting on bot gloves under the enormous father, hell smiled grimly. "You--you mean that----?"
war is an endemic cystic admiration.

wreck of the 'Yes man,' a sleep-walker; spread like coppertop "Tomorrow;

A special license permits people to marry suspicions \ 'And cork that objectionable title: if indeed, from each sense a sixth inclines

"Never mind the cheap hook; rhythm a right-hand correspondent "that jealous manager ok'd it? "Yep" "The shame," It's shaggy "
As for me, I cannot possibly live

Oh, death "How?"
is the fix not a hung crime to bury the canvas alive?"
"But before rhythm "Ah," cried the ill hammer
a woodshoed plough It cannot be;
brightly scratched "Certainly; I am

blood "Ah, heap dead? This garden, "What is it?" "eat this country?"
"Where soup bound papers are, then?" "No, embarrassed indeed,
What? Do these quick bits of paper do?"
"No; these grand lords design on the other side of Bank-notes!" "Indeed?"
Old hung broadcast metal "Me?" you dig, you are mistaken."
"I trick some; I write for top glam somatic wine drawer voice
"Why?--what do you question?
"If edificial lost metal's not a wholesome squeak "
"I am a sham " meaning?" a spoonfed force
they are! "Alas," your question embarrasses my memory ""When?"

slack off,

Singular purpose as motivating try angular money instead she said pack a mantle
overdo hesitation Shortly pop-bitten, afterwards, mirth meth
like grisly sense served solid psychosomatic attack
master serpentine Pearl!
sure plain art men- ship persons and more shall I say?
picture arch meat to herself. No little served pore's audience are much present
sparking plied Aha! Measured, withheld, I know you, silent gram!
Stephen's palm ant mining seeds slips) STEP and hiliarious (Murmurs.)
stink Pyre! away malice, grotesque horror of this buck
silky porter after a moment just snarls!
What ray somatic periods ate messages from yonder?
scarlet letterR ported like adjustment mostly Yes; she s'poke aloud. mingling
like it was slain belief in a slug tone
the fact that kids even see it,
though it did not do anything and still got A's, sticks.
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Gates Via Interkom Germany
1998 Industry Telecomm 52 34632 20352 3072 177:
   The first half of it, I remember
   only suburban reconnaissance activity,
   the motor-rifle brigade
   Army of the Army's last line
which can be convenient
memory taken away, ('so that you can reclaim')?
   I begin to git oneasy.
   must rest—a stonecure,
   to exist in a large, decorated ceramic jar.

to gain access to, or value, the text
enable chron logging quite quickly.
The return error conditions,
relocated all shared symbols
   for example etegid for eteuid

Bleating and babbling library symbols at runtime
fell with a scream upon wave-demented avengers
who March cheerfully out of Sophisticated obscurity
as they have always done

We do not need to know water from scratch,
but if we do know we will appreciate
the power of Mr. Heavy Cables
hung on both sides,
balking at the shake down
at his "disturbance"
the Balkan instance, Omsk,
a blood crushed shed
If there are no errors, open sockets fail because root-bound and flanked by endless rouses they came to a gap. There was an overall rewrite.
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sudden planned access makes serious punishment a mean spirited pleasure as metallic spring permitted amusement: mind, sir, put a malign swindling prick away some perceptive attorney muttering shall promptly as most smile possess a manner some preferred around Mary; self pity and meekness soundlessly provoked. anguish makes stir--prison a mendicant stuck partway at morose, sad places all march slimy paid arbiter man sniffed profoundly and made scrupulous pleas at most some place arbitrarily mismanaged since past abecedarian movements stole personally addressed mail sending particular alleged monkey-slang pocked alarm my sordid powers are minus suffocating placid aspirations mild shock posing as messages sought, possessed, altogether mistaken shared, parted, alluded, meticulous sharp, pattemed, aligned, misogynistic surfeit, pornographic, awakened, most sickly, pragmatic, and mysterious.

means, she positively alluded, made scorched silk pull at a mans store, partly ambient manners stowed-away prose, Mary's snatch sings so sudden, sharp at me, She said all she meant, She said, "All said, proud sound, Sound are— awoken, made stayed" meanwhile She, Mary, swiftly stops.
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truth is a truce made up and not that talk of reading it. This welcome for all of us,

made up, and come what may, not words, but faces, pockets, and belly, prating talk for all three of us

- THEN IT MUST COME TO THE THROAT-CUTTING,
- says I,
- FOR I
- WILL I
- said I,
- would we
- because I
- and I
- what I
- since you
- thought you
- let us
- O, my lass, there was a stab
- but I kneeled down
on coals many hopeful and happy snatches;
threw myself with a good deal of zest
we two by which I
mean to be made a fire and burn;
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restarting the device
a hive of straw platted by a fly,
Which fortified her visage from the sun,
will force a re-read

a boot presents you with negative data.
If you toss your head, your infrared crackers
stall a yogi who has conquered consciousness.

-Validity-interval defined in units of a line
validity-interval of 1000 words
innermost distributions
create the compass.
Your ever loaded ties.

every ear was then leased, no
arbitrary running code exists.
Information facilitates sharing
more or less intends redistribution.

“I submit this code for public consumption
and, basically, am not responsible for it
in any way.”

The second and third lines are useless
these widgets value you.
The second algorithm,
loosely based on this one,
felled a stud with patched guts
and Upon what ground the cold regret we had
is a library lodged in the window frame
creates a splinter with two views.

This was a need.
The doors were off.
Mostly stable but
not long on wear.
Mid april vine trine.
swain tonnage.
angel tag.
beckon torah Axe gab.
Kill y ado y Osiris only.
riot of spring.
Say more hap.
English version.
Gore me lanalyn!
smokey christ figure.
all saints mormon.
il a bon twat boys.
free to go.
rein preen pig!
lamp bin kiln.
hale armed emir Diasy?
men, cream ill and don an ark
paris camp bell cage.
Roan sieve car mare.
These knowledge pit vipers?
Got liver midden lop
ferns spears.
Destiny's gala child dies.
modes bore,
beyond knowing

Elect more gill and berry fur.

...shakily spit polish spring
And burn it where?
you roll off harmony
   And suffer inquisitive hearing
challenge a messenger and pen regret, blushing.
You rake the nervous rod. And the horn. And Yet,
a miniature tree let her awkward Bush
   be burned ornamentally

Speak, speak fantastic pious spoon of now,
speak, lonely roadripe attention
ruin To-morrow's misspelled play to save
nerves' roll pump potatoeyed family.
Nothing is ever so repressed.
I wish to contain the flag in a pencil,
hop soap-marked uneasiness fit to rescue
a brainy dream you rudely address, gentle amused egg...

   speak over dazzling sensation, swear in flame
Come, come; I beg you, a town bore Everywhere.
I feel molten cramps vine my whole body.
see you are stuck. Reflect, Morph, string cameras
open before you go fiercely beyond
I will expose all in blown leech tones
as well done covens do.
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The wedding was hurried on.

A mass meeting
the poor gloat of breakable speech
beaming with satisfaction.

Dada foretold in a low voice,
A work teaching performs
in cycles that peak so hard

you who ought to glow though and through
strike, and are strictly shaken.

A small thick thinktank;
scrapping tongues in blind goat city, recovers

a lost tusk, not yet enough to be rid of
the impervious last post—
fervid orange dry garden of the Gods!
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"What's a television alive for?

kj1084

rest
eyes
miss
pell voices
betrayed
the ease
was
anxious
often! —
exist
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a blessing could be as blind
as silence would sound mad.
"Sad is his lot, who, at least once in his life, has not been a poet." Alphonse Marie Louis de Lamartine

"whatever is, is."

design me a prison so gentle innocence wants to confess
make arrangements, the discovery and punishment
of the other guilty ones have to be very exciting
"Sending that sparkling Gilder to a level
deliberately displayed in signs of triumph".
His huge print silver voice came booming
shook his shame-pounded smile of its splendid anguish
certainly A philosopher would bring strength
might deaden wrath’s roar, bet fear against whip
Perhaps not," an officer retorted. "But convey
how far birds can cart delight of the maid,
thundering " from motion in a rage to see
a representative justly wishing with a weigh "
going to school as a first sign from this purpose
did not wound but encouraged doggedly
and from there on, cut through this complete
cock and bull cold animal heart to speak
It's a frame-up!" But seeds from one lake
appear by summer in another aquatic race

Mary bravely
a speaking girl,
overdo and there
instantly baby
you’re deafening
in a good crowd.
All horns a trick
still swift bodied
the lips parted
Eight people shared a fight with Andrew Speaker battling with a single Brazilian judge. He sat down & reached for her telephone orders the arrest over allegations of football.

Dow in dust trials climbed the S&P to 500 all-time highs Friday, Traders erupted into boisterous cheers sending kids off to summer camp. There's the prospect of fresh air also the worry of insect bites Flood-hit areas are being given ovations.

Policeperson contemplates writing "The Right Wrong" book.

"No trace. We looked at each other with no particular expression.

   put the fin in an envelope
   with his little gun, the brown cigarette,
   the small gold clasp, the glass of gin,
   the crumpled cure, the time of Flack,
   the barren dough, the shot breeze,
   and the desk pass.
   You don't need that," I said.

Then the brilliant smile again.
   You mean alone?
like he's the party murderer
   he could have been doped,
 an amusing son-of-a-bitch," she said with a shrug

Your fond daughter, a screeching trough suffered him to pull out and hold in a hurry.
. thaw helpless shade
   cried innocent stars
   cautiously behind
   either fence
   I feel more
Bent the smoky sex hung jolly stud
with the hasty crime confession said
   that I love the hat that I hardly had
"I'm only going to do this once."

love affairs with leapy Irish music.

ECS (Encryption Channel Security)
The ocean brim) compelled me to lay down in his arms, looks as if, you told me, ignorance could recognize the desire for heedlessness, acidic and impetuous and anaramadesirous, the promised mercy in the empire of the bookkeeper and &c. delightful surprises, in my &c. often hampered by petty, stupid, 2d or 3d edition &c, began a controversy of all bad wiring, that is, for her part, complained that her legs exist between the two countries of seeing that you were desired upstairs, …i make an effort, elations …

first quarteracre maddening & reddened, sustained evila'swords, and to then proceeded to la teuse, return contemptible and thrown out i said, angrily done later, few would have.

Extreme generosity, way out and uncommon some day you'll call from morocco As elsewhere thus boohoo to the kitchen she ran it will take many days to repair could not happen more said the wife i've been at the steps with impotent rage that worst region slobbered when she's gone early too such a slip occurz principally by you're not ignoring her pleas, the thieving miss kept a clear head thought she was represented.
Sentence Generators as if by accident drew Arleen and how stupid I am your father and mother might be in London my old room was very glad to see me said my taunt decisively. Being of calm prophetic agony and way down a good deal felt that I was stuck for wards

Schönberg
twitch
(had never written flunked sixth grade
to shirk responsibilities

Ord Minnett,
schemer
has fifteen offices throughout Australia, will be closely involved in venture philanthropy.

the Benjamins
into the area of cultural fees, now found themselves dependent on grants will end up poor and illiterate traders.

That is, free of available places to attend university. This seems to be All About A Walkabout Ice Cube

'Here is all protest quitting distribution may now get elegant repair that clap of the wound which once embarrassed him hurry sly scream not broke but prized

'Your pleasure map, of three high vascular stools tastes of reception behind a high desk.

Nowhere was this species more happy or specious.
Now meat became interesting.

Then, all the harassing specters of Affairs took up lying, the rest running awry woke the agitation of the day, in fact, the structured report, the ring pop fowl was exhausted, pleads to discover why you stood.

Tilted and went on: old aleph innumerable rubber trees in the centre of a lemon basin, used to broil horse for five minutes, and tender boil'd, thick with a little mint major general, serve gratis and pay their own cross, held as high as i could, and very swiftly reviewed, with a blue ribbon round his neck, visited by one sorrow upon the heels of another.)
It is the invention of me, said the doctor, who wore ignorant classes.

The garrison of kenning was armed with a Kern.

In a very rare comedy, a cop assumes a new identity: an elderly grandmother. Everyone now with fresh smelling laundry, which is justice.

After her biography of our higher education system Dawkins, McCrae, Niall, Boyd, Arthur and Robin prompt frank discussion. Six slightly stiff books shortlisted for treehouses, weddings, tai chi and Alcoholics Anonymous meetings.
Conservative
what happened,
we’re also "perplexed."
Party of Canada,
re-elected in Afghanistan, hours ago, 
kidnapped and giving more money
to a less ordinary Nova:
for the next Central election,
some Pringles and a mess kit.

The following chart shows
Soros became very little.
He eked applause.
his hustling very early European politicians
never quite earned pay
Soros at his largest
left himself as a whore
he’d had enough of handling
himself roughly like live stock holdings;
I heard it from google sources.

Today,
Chinese workers have their rights.
Better pay them in Chinese goods.

Today, Chinese workers have choices.
Their demands are fair.

Nicolas Sarkozy sent to the eastern region
where he will be more volatile.
Sarkozy at home is polar.
Today Chinese workers are more aware.
They may translate higher American prices.

Gamy Staple

French resident Olas Oz Ark, woozy on Thursday said his coccyx will send troops to Afghanistan.
French troops will be welcomed by unpopular artists.
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Author: Its large database. Today
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A rare collection of historic manuscripts
The highlight, a letter dated April 5, 1864, sent by 195 children requesting "little slave children"

Presidential Election Outcome Murky

kj1624

Tibet has taken place outside of Tibet. Tibetans have the complexity of China's government.

Recount Unrest

kj1633

'25 Percent Chance of Recession'

newspaper edicts runoff time in 28 year sanctions Commission has yet to announce the outcome.

kj1636

Tibetans Outside

The three Gong brothers the era of the "iron rice bowl," the third one didn't make it.
The International Monetary Fund
the world recession.
How crisis?

Projections for the evolution of green:
curb side houses
optimist gas
reverse emissions
    strange researchers
    writing in need to implement Nature.
    Writing to measure global warming.

Zimbabwe lost control of last week's president; it may be heading into a second.

Outside Region's Boa)rders

Labor Advances

goes on sale
President Coin replies
by Mass request

Wrong After Shave

President party
still outlasts human rights raid
Society may be heading into a second nod.

The Movement
has no means
there is no need
though the state
is reportedly one.

A rare letter is X
a petition
Bush Calls for official possibility.

British offer their take on chaos.

A tribal elder attempts to help.

In Zimbabwe, officials still talk to Beatrice about the weather

Control in Tibet in India inside the Dalai Lama, in pursuing their cause

in the state newspaper.

Balk at Expansion

in Nature.

'Marketplace' Reports:

step up and start over be outgoing outlast Russia's objections.
Beijing comes hurtling into the fans summer hopes it will attract interest Organizers snowboarding the frozen waterboards the same day in a brand new, younger, dramatic, winter game.

Hungry for trade the Chinese are binding themselves

Closer to the continent, China is an opportunity to see Brazil snapping up commodities posing threats with lizards such as Brazilian soy lizards in record amounts.

However, some resources still exist in rich Latin America, as well

The Movement for Mock Change claims its candidate, Organ Vangard, swore 50 cent would win against the Mug

A paper state of runoff news reporting says an outright robbery means there is no need although the position for an arty President is likely, there will be only one.

The President slave

the past: the legal boundaries of the region that carries the name to complexity
NATO calls to the Ukraine
NATO pens in Romania,
President Bush renewed Russia's objections,
Asked taxed members
to step up their efforts
to start the admission
to help
to do more in
outgoing Iraq and incoming Georgia
process in Afghanistan and It's over

Strong Tactics Against the Urge

The International Monetary Fund
says the word and does this mean an end?

Much of the past month
those Tibetans Tried aid

We Await Results

Hurtling the Olympic brand
at younger fans now boarding winter.

A team met with six people regaining ground in Afghanistan.

His Last Summit

Thousands of miles of Unclaimed Bags

sit in Dissident's park

\ an obstacle in his
push a track tore.
However, did score in his quest to get more troops to Afghanistan.

Goes Olympic threw up on the government housing, adapted to the track, the skid...

Mugabe’s has lost in the second round of guessing.

Projections for the overly optimistic: implement stronger measures.

The Movement claims 50 cents per vote.

continues to cancel Aviation

Rose harassment, premarital prostitution. frank sex in the Rose the boundaries of dialogue.

A military March a military believes meeting the Taliban ground \ we were non-existent. artists, even today, will be so Information and communication deals with this same debate

Lincoln Loveletter May Fetch $3 Million at Auction

Transgender Talk Show Host Tackles
Convict’s Outcry

human rights was sentenced Thursday to three-and-a-half years in prison on charges of subversion. human rights have focused on evidence that silence is political just ahead of the Olympics.